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every where marks of at once progression and identity, - of

progress made, and yet identity maintained; but it is ir.

the habitation that we find them,- not in the inhabitants.

There is a tract of country in 1-lindustan that contains

nearly as many square mites as all Great Britain, cov

ered to the depth of hundreds of feet by one vast overflow

of trap; a track similarly overflown, which exceeds in area

all England, occurs in Southern Africa. The earth's sur

face is roughened with such, -mottled as thickly by the

Plutonic masses as the skin of the leopard by its spots. The

trap district which surrounds our Scottish metropolis, and

imparts so imposing a character to its scenery, is too inconsid

erable to be marked on geological maps of the world, that we

yet see streaked and speckled with similar memorials, though

on an immensely vaster scale, of the eruption and overflow

which took place in the earthquake ages. What could man

have done on the globe at a time when such outbursts were

comparatively common occurrences? What could he have

done where Edinburgh now stands during that overflow of trap

porphyry of which the Pentland range forms but a fragment,
or that outburst of greenstone of which but a portion remains

in the dark ponderous coping of Salisbury Craigs, or when the

thick floor of rock on which the city stands was broken up,
like the ice of an arctic sea during a tempest in spring, and laid

on edge from where it leans against the Castle Hill to beyond
the quarries at Joppa? The reasoning brain would have been

wholly at fault in a scene of things in which it could neither

foresee the exterminating calamity while yet distant, nor con
trol it when it had come; and so the reasoning brain was not

produced until the scene had undergone a slow but thorough
process of change, during which, at each progressive stage, it
had furnished a platform for higher and still higher life.
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